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Nixon Watches have become extremely well-liked on the style scene over the past couple of years
and greatly respected in the watch industry. The brand was founded in California in 1997 and is an
excellent example of a brand that has grown comprehensively over the years.

Nixon started as a boutique watch manufacturer and specialized in designing and creating watches
for the younger  consumers who were looking to buy watches mainly for fashion and trend as
opposed to function. This was a time in the watch industry, though, whereby consumers were
demanding both style and high quality function in a watch and so Nixon started working on a new
collection to fulfill these requirements.

In 2006, Nixon was bought by the well-known label Billabong who produces clothing, shoes,
accessories and watches geared towards the surf and skate industry. This has also aided to raise
the Nixon profile and exposed the watches to a wider target market. In spite of Nixon watches being
urban and surf orientated, skate style, some of the models sit in a designer price and quality bracket
and are considered as greatly best and unique. These watches are models that make an excellent
investment and warranted to last for a long duration of time. The matchless styling and fine
craftsmanship as well means that Nixon Watch is timelessly on fashion.

For numerous people, although whereby budget is of the essence, Nixon also have a wonderful
range of lower priced watches, each with the same exclusive styling and cool designs in addition to
full function. With models that possess key trend elements consisting of bold and vivacious colors,
multi-functional dials and attention-grabbing dynamic shapes, there is somewhat to suit your style.
Most Nixon watches have a strong element of a stylish aesthetic with stainless steel chunky or
bracelet straps, slick dials and exhilarating designs.
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For more information on a Nixon Watch, check out the info available online; these will help you learn
to find the a Nixon Watches!
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